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By Bernard L. Pearce

Malformed Cat Discovered
In Anatomy Observations
Is Extraordinary Specimen

SOCIAL SECURITY

a very unusual the usual coils of intestines were
specimen, students of the anat- not to be found. Patient search re-

STUDENT
OBSERVER

Will True Patriots
Allow Reformers To
Kill Individualism?
President Roosevelt's social security legislation, with its system
of old age and mothers' pensions,
and especially with its unemployment and old age insurance, inaugurates a new era in American
social thought. It inaugurates a
philosophy of humanitarianism
and a soft sentimentality that bids
fair to destroy the old and timehonored American ideal of rugged
individualism.
The new philosophy will, alas,
destroy the old economic truths
of "a tooth for a tooth, and an
eye for an eye"- the old accepted
truth of the "survival of the fit-

—

test."

See the Play
Tonight

Evidently, thinking people

HEAD CAST

vealed that the major portion of
neatly folded In the
| these were
cavity,
extending up over
thoracic
the heart and lungs. The heart
itself lay Imbedded in the tissues
close to the backbone. The lungs
were greatly reduced in size and
were enveloped by intestinal mesentery. Hypertrophy of the spleen
was noticeable. The liver was
misplaced. Three lobes were closely packed together. A long triangular lobe, forming a middle
portion, extended over the anterior border of the urinary bladder. Two lateral lobes, equal in
size, were tightly packed against
the central lobe and were likewise triangular in shape. The
large intestine extended In a long
straight tube through the abdominal cavity, reaching up into the

thoracic

Drama Guild Presents
Year's First Offering
Tonight and Saturday
Famous Play,
SPECTATOR TO BE :Vilde's
importance Being
PUT ON EXHIBIT Earnest', IsOfVehicle
IN VATICAN CITY TWO PERFORMANCES

Discovering

omy laboratory revealed last week
that experiments are being performed on a cat malformed to
such an extent that the entrail
organs are nearly reversed from
their accepted positions. The
specimen was otherwise normally j
developed and was apparently in
a healthy condttion when chlorophormed. The case is significant
in that very few similar examples
have been discovered. Mr. Leo
Schmidt. S. J., professor of biology, expressed the opinion that
this condition had existed sirfce
birth. Externally the cat showed
no sign of malformation.
Compared with the recent
cases of humans with "upside
down stomachs," the case is even
more unusual in that not only
the stomach was inverted, but
that the entire inner structure
was misformed. Mr. Schmidt described the discovery as "very extraordinary."
Upon dissection of the abdomen.

14' <£*>

f

According to word received
from the Very Rev. Wlodimirus Matinee
Also
Ltdochowakl, superior general of
Teachers,
Given
the Society of Jesus, with headquarters in Uome, through the
Says
Bras
Very Rev. \V. J. Fitzgerald, S. J.,
provincial of the Oregon Province,
After weeks of rehearsal and
the Seattle College Spectator has
College
received an invitation to partici- careful planning. Seattle
production,
pate in the international Catholic Drama Guild's initial
Wilde's three-act comedy,
Press exhibit to be held in the" j Oscar Importance
"The
of Being EarnCity
April
Vatican
from
30 to
Copy of a est," opens tonight at S: 3O o'clock
October 31, 1936.
complete file of Spectators for in the Providence Hospital audithe year 1934-35 have been re- torium.
In addition to the two evening
quested for the exhibit.
performances on Friday and SatMr. Adolf Bischoff will send urday, a matinee performance will
the file of the Spectator to Rome j be given at 3 o'clock Saturday
before the first of the year. Alon« afternoon for teachers of the lowith the file he will send in. in cal Catholic schools.
Following
accordance with the regulations j these performances the drama
of the affair, a history of the | guild hopes to take the play to
paper, names of the writers and several nearby cities.
an index in Latin of the principal
"ArrniiKcment.s have been made
articles contained in the paper.
(o accommodate a large audiSeattle College Spectator was ence," said Charles Ilras, difounded as a mimeographed sheet rector. "In view of student
three years ago by Vincent Ger- activity in selling tickets, and
hard, James Molthan, Wendel as a result of favorable comnl evoked by the preview
Jahn, Earl Sifferman and Carl
Robinson. Mr. Gerhard edited the held Thursday evening, a recpaper for one quarter, when his ord turn-oui is expected tonighl
duties were taken over by Mr. and Saturday-"
Mr. Bras also stated that he
Jahn, who remained as editor for
two quarters. Mr. Sifferman felt confident that the east would
edited the Spectator the following offer a very convincing presentayear, it being the first printed tion of Wilde's light but diffipaper publishedl oy Seattle Col- cult comedy.
The production .staff in charge
lege, and was succeeded by Mr.
of staging the play includes HarJahn.
old Millet, stage manager, who
At the beginning of the next will be assisted by Bill Miller,
took
the
ofyear Bernard Pearce
Frank Carmody and Joe Phillips;
fice of editor, holding it for three Charles Bras, costumes, and Wilquarters. At present, R o be r t liam Thoreson, makeup.
Smith manages the paper. DurCollege students will act as
ing its short history the Spectator ushers at each of the two evehas risen from a publication ning performances. Assisting Margraded as third class by the Na- garet Guest, head usher, at totional Scholastic Press Associa- night's performances, will be the
tion, to a paper of the first class. following: Angela Young, Mary
Frances O'Connell, Agnes Valiquette, Kay Irwin, Wilma Daubenspeck and Vivian Crenna. On

Will
For
Mr.

cavity.

This specimen will be mounted
for the biology laboratory mu-

Be

will not see these sacred tradiseum.
tions thrown aside for such truths
as those spoken by Christ and His
Vicar, such truth as "Thou shalt
love thy neighbor," or as that
taught in the term of "Social Justice." Evidently thinking people
are of the same mind as the Honorable Eugene Talmadge, governRev. Joseph P. Dougherty, dioor of Georgia.
cesan director of the Society of
Governor Taliiuul^c saw the
December 4, 5, and 6 are the the Propagation of the Faith, last
jfreat truth yvlm-ii he vetoed the dates set for the annual Seattle week paid a tribute to the work
College retreat, it has been an- of Seattle College sodalists who
old as1' pension legislation of
hifl --i.iii- with the remark that nounced by the Rev. James B. worked during the past month Insiieh thingH make ]>eople lazy McGoldrick, S. J., dean.
dexing the several thousand memand sliiiilrss. and .strip them
will be held on the bership pledge cards that were
No
classes
of all -.ense of thrift, making
the society from all
days of the retreat, the entire sent in to
parts o' the diocese.
thorn squander their in c o in c
Rev. Hqw<m
.->rx»*~--+ .111*1
i i
devoted
to
tho
schedbeing
" -Courtesy Seattle Times
(oven If It be only ten dollars a time
Peronteau, S. J., moderator
aid
spiritual exercise. All
ule
of
the
sixty
sodality, directed the
week paid families for
students of Seattle College must of the men's
Upper, Miss 1Jetty Williams,
college. We herehours work in Georgia's textile
work
in
the
regular
exercises
as
a
who
takes the part of the efferDougherty's
mills, or the supplementary in- attend the
with reprint Father
part of the curriculum.
Cecily Cardew in the Sevescent
come supplied these families by
salute which appeared in the
College Drama Club's prothe local St. Vincent l>< Paul
This year the men's and wom- Catholic Northwest Progress of attle
duction of Oscar Wilde's "The
conferences to keep the fam- en's retreats will be held simul- November 15:
of Being Earnest."
Importance
chapdifferent
starvation)
taneously,
but at
ilies from actual
"Thanks to the Sodalista of John Prouty, lower, hits the leadthen broke, to fall buck on a els. This is setting a precedent, Seattle College, the names on
ing role of John Worthing, who
paternal government for sup- since during the previous years, several thousand membership finds out the real importance of
have
held
women
unemployment
being
and old the men and
indexed. being
port in
pledge cards are
"Ernest." Both characters,
their retreats on different dates. This work entails considerable
agewith their co-stars and supporting
director
arrangeAll people who are not blinded
The
diocesan
typing.
As yet no definite
Seattle College students,
by thought of the benefits that ments have been made concern- appreciates the good efforts of cast of
the
direction of Mr. Charles
under
will accrue to them if this sys- ing the selection of retreat mas- the sodality members in what I.r.i may i><- seen in action on
tem succeeds can see the fallacy ters, nor have the chapels in is rather uninteresting work, the evenings of November
and
lurking behind the poetic ideals which the retreats will be held but what nevertheless is a defHoliday Saturday night Margaret Peabody
8:30
And
23
ait
o'clock.
Catholic
of social Justice and the danger been chosen. It is probable, how- inite contribution to
will be assisted by Jane Prouty,
to initiative and individualism ever, according to the office, that Action. Our sincere gratitude
Helen MacDonald, Madelaine Murlying in a system that teaches hu- the women will hold theirs at Col- is extended also to Fathers McThanksgiving vacation will ex- phy, Kay Broderick and Rita
Goldrick and Peronteau who
manity. Unfortunately for the in- umbus Hospital.
tend five days, from November 27 Lynch.
made the arrangements with
dividualists, this greedy class that
William Carr will handle tickgeneral course in practice
The
to December 2, if 1,000 tickets
sodality for assisting the
lives In hope of becoming governEach the
sales at the door, and members
retreats
be
followed.
et
at
will
production,
task."
Drama
Club's
office
with
this
for
the
slightly
in
ment pensioners are
with diocesan
of the student body will distribopened
session
will
be
day's
the majority. They number ap"The Importance of Being Earn- ute the programs. Programs for
Sacrifice of the Mass, folproximately the 111,000,- the
est," are sold by the student the play were arranged by Harold
instructions,
medita000 workers and their dependents lowed by
Raymond Nicholß, S. J., body. This was the promise of Millet, and they were designed
A recess
tions
and
conferences.
Rev.
Highest
with incomes ranging from nothperat noon. The afterhead of the history department Rev. James B. McGoldrick, S. J., to serve as souvenirs of a
ing to $2,000 a year (50,000,000 Is declared
be
promises
which
to
inaugurating
of
other
lecsale
of
formance
message
consists
in
a
period
get less than $1,000 a year) aB noon
The report of the financial com- of Seattle College, and former the play tickets.
distinctive in every way.
tures, with the customary periods
shows
10,000.000
for the fall informal
against the remaining
professor of economics, is In
meditation and conference fol- mittee
If the quota is not reached, the j
with Incomes ranging upwards to of
that this dance was the biggest Olympla today attending a conlowing. Benediction of the
the
history
in
the
of
vacation period of Thurs- Sister Of
year.
ordinary
million
or
dollars
a
success
soWashington
Prange
a
more
vention of
State
Blessed Sacrament is the final
paying $125 over- cial welfare workers called by day to the following Monday will ;
After
The. sensibility and truth of
school.
each afternoon. The Papal head, for the orchestra, ballroom.
Dies Suddenly, Nov. 10
the old order is unquestionable. service
Gov. Clarence D. Martin. Father hold good. But, relying on the j
is to be given at the Invitation and mailing charges,
the
I
of
Father
McGoldrick.
Therefore, patriots must forge Blessing
apeak
hopes
is
scheduled
on
Nichols
to
concluding exercises, which instill remains a profit of the topic, "The Spiritual Value of faculty of Seattle College are j
a national policy that will leave
Members of the faculty an <1
general Communion and there
a
clude
complete
$108.00 in the bank. A
planning to lay down their books student-body yesterday offered
the individual free Ut provide Benediction.
Social Work."
adreport of the committee will be
for his own future by followThe convention, called by Gov- November 27 and take full
condolences to Rev. John Prange,
Father McGoldrick, dean of the made at the next student body ernor Martin, with an invitation vantage of the five-day rest.
ing the advice of a most promiS. J., head of the physics departnent industrialist to "save half college, expressed the wish that meeting after the final returns to representatives of all welfare
Complete returns do not neces- |j ment, on the occasion of the
every* Seattle College student from the ticket sales are in. Jo- agencies and workers to attend,
your wages," even if it means
sarily have to be turned in before !! death of his sister. Miss Adelia
would take advantage of this op- seph Brislawn, chairman of the has for its purpose to outline so- Friday, Father McGoldrick pointed Prange, who died suddenly in
e\reeding frugality, self-denial,
sending of the children, de- portunity to renew his or her dance, expressed himself as "well cial activities on the strength of
out. The student body will be Spokane, November 10. A solemn
pleased with the results.
prived of education, to work at spiritual energies.
which the state might approach Informed of the complete results Requiem Mass for the repose of
1O or 13 years of age, or any
the federal government for funds in time to plan for the extra one | her soul was said last Wednesof the other unfortunate hut
day, November IS.
under the $4,000,000,000 relief day, he announced.
legislation voted by the last coninevitable hardship*) of lif e.
"Kejolee that you are even algress.
lowed to live on the charity of
Father Nichols' subject will
the rich who supply you with
stress the Importance of the spiryour Jolw."
aspect of Catholic charities
"Brother can you spare a nation, has been finally formed itual
"Let true patriots then, in the
social teachings.
and
confronted
obvious
you
purpose.
If
are
for
the
truths,
rally
dime?"
face of these great
this request within the next
around that sturdy individualist, with days
No elaborate plans now," just
If certain members of the psy- student body the party was a
(as you undoubtedly
few
false
humane
S. C. chology class should be caught great financial as well as social
enough to make the "gents' liv- Provincial To
to tear down the
structures, of the New Deal so will be) the suppllcator will not ing-room livable. The place has
coming on time one of these days
success. The proceeds made posthat this nation under Mamon be seeking the price of coffee and parried its reputation of "smokeFitzger- the blame might well be laid to
J.
Very
Rev.
Walter
may have new birth of freedom, sinkers, neither will he be after filled dungeon" in the last two ald, S. J., provincial of the Ore- the new clock which has lately sible the installation of the new
that government to aid the indi- the wherewith to purchase a bed months, but now this will all lie gon Province of the Society of taken Its position in the lower electric clock.
vidual against the inexorable for the night. No, he has de- changed (that's the plan) if the Jesus, will make a brief and un- corridor.
In the meeting of the freshmen,
laws of economic necessity the scended to the present-day cus- fellows, yes, and gals, too, dig official visit to Seattle College
Tuesday morning. Rev. James B.
early
freshman
class
rf-alThe
grossest breach of American tom of panhandling and has even deep and shell out with that thin- this week, it was announced by ized the need of a serviceable McGoldrick commended the spirit
sh a 1 1 adopted the jargon of these lei- nest of coins. If anyone enterrugged individualism
timepiece In the building and de- of the class, styling It the greatthe office.
surely gentlemen for very honorthis
earth."
vanish from
tains doubts as to the efficaciouscided
to make a present of one est and the most active the colFitzgerald
returning
1*
Father
plans, let him or her
Such Is the essence (devoid of able reasons.
of
the
ness
the college. As a means of lege has ever experienced. He
In short, he is a member of go down and view the moldy hall. to Portland, where he makes his to
the honey) of the pre-campalgn
raising
funds the class sponsored suggested that a plaque be placed
headquarters,
from
a
visitation
improvements
for
anti-New Deal argumentation as the committee
We haven't the courage.
skating
long
party at Playland, Oc-i below the new clock to the effect
He
which,
Towneend.
has
a
room,
at Port
gleaned by your Student Observer in the men's lounge
Due to the splendid that It Is a gift of the freshman
work
23.
kill,
of tober
At any rate, a dime won't
been associated with the
usually and not entirely
from a few sources of true (?) after the
cooperation on the part of thei class of 1936-36.
education.
of procrasti- and stale smoke will.
amount
Catholic
unexpected
Individualism.

Director
S. C. Retreat Dates Diocesan
To
Pays
Tribute
Named ForDec. 4,5,6 College Sodalists
By Dean McGoldrick

1

.

Fall Informal Nets
Profit Yet

-—

Reach Ticket Quota
Extend

Father Nichols To
Address Convention
At Olympia Today

Fr.

-

—

Panhandling Committee Members Will
Plan To Improve Lounge
Be Active

New Clock, Donated By Frosh, Signs
Death Warrant For Tardy Students

Visit

—

—

-
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FEATURE WRITERS— WiIIiam Thoreson, Robert
Richards, James Hothstein.

Central Europe Should Be
Re-mapped Says Mr. Dachy

SNAP
SHOTS

The Scrivener

CATHOLICISM KMKRGKS IN WII KM \
A revival of any kind implies that there la
Recently a noted educator and authority on history something to revive. But since American culture
never been really Catholic there is no logic
termed the Versailles Treaty "the greatest monstrosity ever iiMspeaking
in
of an American Catholic Revival.
perpetrated by a civilized people." This is certainly a Unlike France, England,
iiy 808 Ki< HAitns
and the other European
vigorous condemnation to be made upon an agreement which countries, America lacks a definitely Catholic trahas been looked upon by many of us as the logical se- dition. Rather than designate the current trend
JIM KOTIISTKIN
quence to such a horrible physical encounter as was the towards Catholic ideals in literature a "revival"
l'..im>i|i<- in ■B101 0 Is now liiim; I
we should more aptly speak of it as an "emergWorld War.
broadcast over the radio. This
ence" of Catholicism.
However, upon investigation of the facts at hand one Catholicism
is positively the last warning wo
is undeniably "emerging," that is,
shall give.
is
forced to concur with the opinion expressed by this edu- coming more to the fore in this country. And
* «
Bob Tnliin (the one-ninn fli>nr cator. While several factors could be considered in sub- while this emergence is not so pronounced as is
show), in a dazzling example of stantiating this statement, the limits of this article allow the Catholic revival in Europe, still, it is evident
the terpsichorean art. tap-danced | only a discussion of one of the more important
the re- on all sides. In proof of this, one needs but
his way into the hearts of the onto consider the increasing number of Catholic wrltEurope.
division of the countries of Central
lookers after the college dance.
ters in America, those "radicals of the right" Who
*
A few minutes spent in comparing the map of
are bringing their commonsense principles out of
RITOHKN KAPERH
Europe as it was in 1914 with the map of the same
the catacombs into the light of daily American
After years of delving into the
Treaty
by
is
bound
to
region
as
altered
the
Versailles
life.
early
|
secrets of
Roman history,
By FK.WK HAYKN

.

"

"

—

.

impress everyone with the fact that the Central PowRADICALS OP THK RIGHT
ers certainly underwent an extreme transformation
Catholic writers, worthy of the name, are radafter the World War in the matter of boundaries.
icals in the strict sense of the term. For, strictly
Dibb.
A green cucumber in the hand
Mr. Robert P. Dachy, S.J., head of the language depart- speaking, a radical is one who "gets at the roots
Circulation Manager
Herbert Conyne is worth three In the
stomach.
of things." And that is exactly what the Catholic
ment at Seattle College, a resident in Europe before coming novelist,
« * "
poet, essayist, and philosopher is doing
Mr. Adolph Blschoff, S. J.
Faculty Moderator
to the United States, is intimately acquainted with the today. No matter in what genre he writes, the
BOOKSTORE
languages and customs of the people of Central Europe. worthwhile Catholic writer penetrates, or at least
"What's all tho hurry?"
Students
"I just bought a textbook and Mr. Dachy, in an interview granted the Spectator, showed strives to penetrate, to the roots of things,— to
I'm trying to get to class before
a clear understanding of the blunders of the Versailles the basic things in life.
the next edition
out."
conies
"
*
*
students,
What have we, as college
to be
Treaty in regard to the redivision of these countries by
THE ADVANCE GUARD
making the following statements:
thankful for? As Thanksgiving is again
POME (V THK WBBK
Well in the foreground of the modern literary
Hearing, it is the custom to withdraw from The barber takes the red hot "As far as the linguistic boundaries are concerned, let battle of books are many Catholic authors. In
towel.
the usually monotonous routine of daily life As though he were just learning, lus take a look at Czechoslovakia. The formation of this poetry there are such distinguished writers as
Bregy, Theodore Maynard, and Daniel
and examine the various factors in our And drops it quickly on your face country was provided for in the Versailles Treaty; it is Katharine
Sargent.
Among
novelists we find William Thomas
burning.
hands
from
keep
his
particular position for which we should be To
composed of people of four tongues: Czechoslovakian, Russ- Walsh, who is both a novelist and a biographer
* * "
grateful.
John (mil nw Put) Wilson: ian, Magyar, which is Hungarian, and High German. Thus of note, Paul Horgan, and Lucille Borden. Agnes
least
one
It is never difficult to find at
"If I should steal a kiss would there are four different types of people under one gov- Repplier is undoubtedly one of the greatest living
essayists. And so with the other literary fields:
thing for which to be thankful. Even in it be petit larceny?"
ernment.
She: "No I think it would be
depression
Slovene,
Magyar
Yugoslavia
when millions are out grand."
the
and the in each we may find distinguished Catholic writtimes of
"In
one has the
*
*
*
Russian,
Polish and ers, writers who write with the fine perception
Bulgarian tongues; while in Poland,
of work or on relief projects (a very subtle
and restraint characteristic of great art and real
SOCIETY SliANTft
distinction) we can always exclaim "It could
High German are spoken.
Catholicism.
Villidchkween was seen at
be worse." It doesn't take too much imag- theMiss
"But now let's consider the economic standpoint of
college dance elaborately
A RECORD OF ACHIEVEMENT
ination to conjure up in the mind a situ- adorned in a petite tapioca gown, these redivisions. None of these countries named has
In view of the splendid achievements of conwith red and green streamers
ation more dreadful than any predicament I running
a seaport of its own. Poland is shut off from the
temporary Catholic writers, it will be interesting
from the back, and popwe may find ourselves in.
Baltic Sea by the Free City of Danzig. Germany might
to note the results of the plebiscite being sponcorn bag puffs at the sleeves. She
College students, because of the peculiar j wore red velvet dancing slippers
sored by "America," the Catholic weekly review.
at any time take Danzig, leaving Poland without a
down at the heels and her j
The plan of this nation-wide vote is to select
port.
economic situation at hand, have possibly , run jewelry
sole
consisted of two red
forty outstanding Catholic writers of today. AuAustria-Hungary,
but
any
belonged
than
other
more reasons to be thankful
to
"Trieste originally
earrings*, which likened her to
thors accorded this signal distinction will be sebus.
group. The very fact that they are able the back of a" Greyhound
is now the property of Italy, thus shutting off both Austria lected both from Europe and America. We can"
»
to continue their education is a blessing
Iand riungary from a channel to the sea. In Eastern Cen- not but wonder Whether those voting will take
your
knock
nt
may
Opportunity
But
always
appreciate.
they
to
Europe three countries, not counting Switzerland, have this opportunity to give recognition to the beauwhich
will
door but it won't break in many tral
during
these times windows to reach you.
be able to go to school
no available outlet of their own to a seaport. These are tiful and inspiring work of David McAstocker,
*
*
«
employment
Austria, Hungary and Czechoslovakia. It is necessary for S.J., a writer whose influence has been almost
when it is so difficult to find
Seattle nature-Witter declares
A
ship their imports and exports through inestimable.
is doubly beneficial.
that the clover plant foretells the these countries to
time,
Not only would they be marking
weather and contracts its leaves some other country. To squelch any of these three naif they were forced to seek work, but they during rain. Another way to tell, tions economically it would be necessary only for the other
raining, is to go out and
would be losing ground. Nothing is so ifseeitifis you get wet.
nations of Europe to levy a heavy duty on foreign goods
" * "
detrimental to confidence as to be rebuffed
shipped through their countries."
By Margaret Guest
believe, then, after studying these
time after time when trying to find a It lias boon wild thut several
is
hard
to
It
not
lovers of fine music decided to
means of livelihood. A person just starting move
Remembering that first year of
facts, that Central Europe may still be the tinder box
the femto a new parish when Frank
inine influx into the College, of the twenty-six
out in life needs all the self-confidence pos- Carmody cut loose with a "high of another conflagration. Austria may, at any time,
girls then in attendance only ten remain: Marilou
in the church
sible. He has to sell himself to potential C" last Sunday
aid Hitler in the seizure of the Polish Corridor or the
It's a pity Prank Is ,wastchoir.
first girl to sign up at the College; Vivian
Dodge,
himself
sucemployers and in order to sell
rich Ukraine district in return for Hitler's assistance
Crenna, Bunny Casey, Dorothy Kurman, Margaret
iiiK his talents when Boeing field
cessfully he must really believe in himself has been searching for an efficiin attaining a seaport for Austria.
Peabody, Jane Prouty, Angela Young, Dorothy
he must believe that not only could he fill ent fog horn* these
* *many moons. This plight is all an outgrowth of the treaty that was to Robinson, Betty Williams and Yours Truly.
the position, but he could fill it better than This program coin 0 s to you establish an enduring peace, but failed because its framers
most other applicants. Unemployment de- through the courtesy of Ezra L. lacked the foresight to take into account natural and linSeen at the Forest Ridge dinner dance: Bill
and Bob McClair, Joe Hurley, Jack Ouellette,
stroys that confidence and, once gone, it McPoozle & Co., makers of fine guistic boundaries in the redivision of Central Europe.
I
ashes since 1870.
Bill Russell. And at the Trl Mv Tolo, Bob Richseldom returns.
ards
and Jack Gallagher looking hither and yon
The college student of today has the privfor "the gals what brung them."
iiege of gaining confidence when others are
losing it. And with the so-called depression
At the Newman Club Fall Informal: Marian
coming to an end and with the return to
McCullough, Luana Livingston, Monie Peabody
By WILLIAM THORESON
prosperity in the offing, he will go out into
and Betty Williams.
opportunities
when
real
the world at a time
the smoothest, moat polished and
We hear that Marian McCullough is working
are present. He will not have to join the
When the curtains part tonight
on
by
but,
Colwords and music for a college song. That's
delightful
staged
unemployed,
shows
capable
endless ranks of
on Oscar Wilde's "The Importthe
best idea we've heard for a long time! Keep
players
lege
many
years.
enthusiasm,
in
with youthful confidence and
ance of Being Earnest," the audiat it, Marian!
privileged
good
when ence will see something more
This writer was
to
he will get his chance to make
attend a special preview of the
lhan just another college play:
he is best fitted for the task.
Recently saw a sign in
empty lot bearing
Joseph Phillips our research department is forced
to admit that the only way to
Luana Livingston, Hetty Williams, John Mori- keep milk from turning sour, is
arty. Gerald McHugh, Marian McCullough, James
to leave it in the cow.

Business

Mnnager

ADVERTISING DEPT.

Fortunate

1

By The Way

—

Footlites

and

H ilites

Tense Moment

an
play and thoroughly enjoyed
witness a distinctive
every minute of this sparkling the words "Free Dirt." For details as to the exact
performance which inaugurates a
farce.
It is only rarely that location, Messrs. Richards and Rothstein can
new era In Seattle College draevery member of a cast stands apply at the Spectator room.
Tonight's
performance
matics.
out in his own individual part,
means more than a few minutes
but such was the case In this par"Danny Boy" Corrigan has a theme song. It's
entertainment;
It marka a
of
ticular show.
definite forward step towards
"Little Annie Rooney" must be the Irish in him!
If you attend either of the two
that dramatic tradition which will
presentations of the play, as I
'moan so much to Seattle College
Leo Sebastian is rushing and the Spring seafeel sure you will, I am confiand to every college student.
But then, as he days himself, love has no
son.
you
dent
that
will
witness
a
To some in the audience the
regard
In
which
each
character
Is
for seasons. Iode you this, Leo!
show
play may be nothing more than
so cleverly portrayed that, long
another college play.
But to
after the final curtain, you will
those who know anything of the
Frank Carmody owes us fifty cents for publibe chuckling over the actions and
work and the planning that goes
city! The bass voice is Jimmy Rothstein's propthe
characters.
Into a play, tonight's production
erty.
will mean more than that. It Is
Much could be said In favor
the consummation of tireless reof individual members of the cast
Wonder why Bernard Pearce, after his latest
hearsing, careful attention to
who have devoted their time and
minute details of costuming,
talents to make this play a suc- skating seance at Crystal, wanted the law relighting, settings, advertising and
cess, and each one will receive his pealed that requires people to sit
down to their
ticket selling. And all these
share of well-deserved praise. But beer?
things must first be brought Into
I will not attempt such an apone harmonious unit before a
praisal now, for I trust that you
And By The Way: I'd like to earnestly stress
play is ready for the public.
will be as enthusiastic over the
the
Importance of being at the play this evebeen
who
had
play
every
acas was
one
That Is Just what has
ning! (Warning to usherettes, beware of Bill
complished by Charles Braa, di- Bras has worked tirelessly with the opportunity of attending the
Thoreson with a spoon!)
rector of the production. Mr. bis cast, and the result is one of preview of the play.
they

Well Done, Howard
A new alumni president was elected a
few weeks ago. We all look forward to activities under the new leader. But in the
flurry of congratulations and planning for
the coming year, let us not forget the work
of the retiring president, Howard Sylvester.
Heading the association for two successive
terms, Mr. Sylvester worried untiringly in
the interests of the organization, and it was
largely his efforts which brought the group
tc the prominent position it now holds.
George Stuntz, the new president, deserves wholehearted cooperation of the student body. It is in the interest of the
school that the Alumni Association functions, and it is the duty of the future
alumni, the students of Seattle College, to
lend their active support to this body.

wit:

—

—

—
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Steele Says
Support
"
"
♥

Team Faces Tough
Schedule
"
"

Moragans Victorious
* * "

Coast Elevens
"
" Busy

Maroon Squad Gets

3

Maroon Sports

♥

BASKETBALL TEAMFACES STIFF
SCHEDULE IN EIGHTEEN STARTS

HE DRIVES HOOPSTERS

»

The football season is fast drawing to a close, and faint
rumors of the coming basketball season are breaking into
the news. Many basketball teams are practicing already,
getting set for the coming season. And that is just what
the Seattle College Maroons are doing. Turnouts started
last week, and the hoopers'
are slowly but surely rounding

into shape.

Hoop Schedule
Ml. Angel

Lower Columbia J" C

HUSKIES FAVORED
TO DEFEAT DUCKS
IN PUNTING DUEL

(Vnlialia .1. ('
SI. Martin's ..,
forays Harbor J. C

The prospects of Seattle College having a winning team this
year are not at all remote. It is
almost too early to make any sort
of predictions about the strength
Hy Kddle BchweltMT
of the team, but from present
When the University, of Oregon
appearances, the squad seems to
bear promise of a winning outfit. gridiron representatives arrive in
Whatever success the team will Seattle Saturday morning, they

Pacific Lutheran
Belltagtuua IVorma]
Yakima Valley .1. 0.
Mt. Vernon J. 0
Vaklma Valley J. O

will find themselves on the short
betting odds.
The
but one thin? is certain, it will end of the
Washington Huskies are being
have the united support of the
quoted at 7-5 odds. The gamstudents of the college. A spirit
boleers
contend that Oregon has
of support and encouragement is
scoring punch this year
already noticeable around the not the
school, and win, lose, or what and the lack of adequate reserve
have you. the basketball team material has hampered their
will not be without the student coach, Mr. Prink Callison. The
affair which wil be run off at the
backing it deserves.
Washington stadium Saturday afternoon is the main feature of a
Down in San Francisco last round of hilarious events planned
Sunday the Gaels of St. Mary's for the homecoming grads and
again triumphed over the Santa alumni.
Bruce Hamby, publicity man
Clara Broncoes. "Slip" Madigan
must have the Indian sign on the from the University of Oregon,
Santa Clarans, because not for home of the far-famed Oregon
twelve years have the Broncs been Ducks, contends that his school
able to defeat them. This year team has a very excellent hooter
in one Stan Riordan. Riordan's
was no exception.
up to November 16, In five
Many critics expected "Clipper" record
games played, shows 48 punts for
boom
Smith's team to lower the
average of 42 yards a try.
on the Gaels, and so this defeat, anThis is the
best punting average
however marked by the superior- nn
the Pacific Coast but up here
ity of the Moragans, came as a
go for the
But this year,|I in Seattle they don't
mild surprise.
biggest
the
much,
distance
so
Santa Clara, with potentially the |j
is where did the kicks
greatest team in Its history, just question
go? " The Washington Huskies
failed to click.
have a fair to middling backfield
man in Elmer Logg, nephew of
Jim Casey, the fixer-upper of Chuck Logg. Princeton crew
the Seattle College basketball coach, who can hoist the ball on
schedule, is deserving of a bit of spiralling flights through the air
commendation for his fine worn into the coffin corners of the
in rounding up quite a few for- field. Mr. Callison will not apmidable opponents for the coming preciate such noteworthy erforts.
season. Games with such schools
With the return of Goodin and
as Mount Angel, Belllngham Nor- j Codding to the Webfoot team the
mal, and others, are going to give j Callison men will be at full
the Maroon players all that they strength for the first time this
can handle, and a stiff, but Inter- year.
esting season is in the offing.
Washington's Huskies are not
But the team is ready for com- affected by these reports filtering
petition of this type, and should out of the Oregon camp. The cry
Courtesy Seattle P.-I.
account for itself in a very satis- of the purple and gold warriors In
scrimmage against Oregon plays
factory manner.
Jerry Donovan, 0O«oh of the Seattle. College basketball ssuad,
has been "stop Mlchek, the has been driving (he
team hard in the past few (lnys in order to
fullback and you'll stop
The undefeated list of football plunging
(be below par players and reduce the number to fighting
out
WMd
men."
teams has narrowed down almost the other ten
Nevertheless, the short end -iri-iiKili. At present there urc about fifteen nun turning out and
It
will
this
Here
j
as far as
season.
the odds making the Huskies the fight for positions is hot. Forwards are numerous, and there
on the Coast the California Bears of
is causing Mr. Prink is niiirli argument over the guard slots. Center is the doubtful
favorites
remain the only undefeated team.
of the Eugene Callison's spot, and cojuh Donovan lias v Herculean task on his hands to
Princeton leads the Bast. S. M. Callison
to exhort gleefully by clapping groom a suitable man for tluut (losition and have the squad in
U. and Texas Christian are the his
hands. He wants his team
strongest outfits in the Southmid-.seiiHon form for the opener against Mount AngelDecember 27.
to enter the game the unfortunate
South,
The
for
the
first
west.
underdogs.
time in many years, has no outThe writer believes Washington
standing team. Minnesota is still
is
a good bet and feels that our
the big gun of the Big Ten anfl
friend, Doctor Callison, better hop
has yet to taste defeat.
up and down before the game beTomorrow at Palo Alto, Stan- cause it looks bad for his Ducks
ford and California .meet In the tomorrow. Oregon and from seven
By JIM CABBY
big game of the Coast .season. to thirteen points would make It
"Find me a center and Ithiink we'll be able to put a pretThere is one thing that is cer- ,a pretty even wager for. the locker
tain, however. If the winners of room critics.
ty fair ball club on the courrt." So said Jerry Donovan,
this game get their feet ennew Seattle College basketbaiill mentor in a statement to
trenched in the Rose Bowl on
♥
►
this writer yesterday.
January 1, it's going to take a
as forwards, and Phillips and
about
the
main
up
This
sums
i
any
part
real football team from
Fred Conyne in the backcourt.
facing
Coach
problem
Donovan
of the country to bowl them over.
When
Jimmie Finn and Jimmie
of
drill
after the first two weeks
With the recent appointment of In his efforts to put forth a win- Rothstein start hitting the hoop
SHORT SLANTS: Garrigan Dr. James Logan as coach of the ning combination.
and McPhee takes on some speed,
Gym is a busy place these days, Seattle Prep Basketball team,
the coach will know what comIn trying to locate a good tip- bination will be his varsity.
with two teams turning out there ssucceeding Francis Walterskirhas
had
Bob
off
man
Donovan
| With the registration of Bill
If Notre Dame is not the <chen, the Prepsters on Miller
of
best, it certainly is the most spec- iStreet have been rapidly round- Tobln, high-scoring forward
Ryan for winter quarter as a
Conyne,
I student
last year's squad. Herb
Iing into shape.
at Seattle College comtacular team In the land
guard, Jack McPhee,
Logan is a former Seattle Col- a letterman
pleted Wednesday, letterman of
Many hockey enthusiasts in the
Smith,
and
Bob
1933
reserve,
College are attending the local Ilege mentor, having coached the a
last year's team are going to have
winner, all jumping In the
games, getting many thrills out IMaroons two years ago when they letter
to turn on the pressure to stay
center circle, hut without effec- In there.
imet with fair success.
of the world's fastest sport
tive results. Smith and McPhee j Since he left ODea High, where
haven't the experience and Co- he learned his basketball under
nyne and Tobin are strangers to
Al Schuss, Ryan has played two
the position. "If future work- years with Kelly Printers In the
present
difmy
outs fail to solve
Northwest League as a guard, and
ficulty." says Donovan, "I'd just
last winter he tied Norm Mayovas soon play under the no tipoff sky for the scoring leadership in
enjoy this year may be in doubt,

i

I

—

Center Is Lacking As Coach Donovan
Whips Squad Into Shape For Opener

Prep Has Hopes
For Good Season

...

...
...

qg

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTISERS

rule."

With practice sessions of the
past two weeks devoted mainly
to passing fundamentals and
shooting, the small squad workIng out in Maroon spangles Is
slowly rounding into condition.
Short scrimmages against the Seattle Prep team has failed to
bring out a smooth-working combination as yet, but with six
weeks to go before his opening
college game, Donovan has plenty
of time to uncover latent talent.
The outfit that has "clicked"
ao far has had Herb Conyne at
center, Tobln and Frank Carmody

ALLAN STEELE
Editor

the Crusaders'

League.

St. Murlin's
(Vntralia J. ('
Grajra Harbor J.C.
Mt. Winon .1. 0
I'aciiir Lutheran ..
ItclliiiKliain Normal
Lower Columbia J. C
Mt. .ViikcI OMleflB
"Home game.

xTentative.

27
.(><"<". 28
At Oregon
*Jnn. :l
*Jan. 7
Opening their 1956-S6 basketJan...10 ball season in Seattle
at Garrigan
\*Jan. 14
gym with Mt. Angel College of
x*jan. i«
St. Benedict, Oregon, on Friday,
Jan. 2.T j December 27, the Seattle College
Jan. sh Maroons go right on down the
*Jnn. 31
line facing eight junior colleges
Feb. 4 and one normal school in homeFeb. 8 and-home series,
until their eigh*Feb. 13
teen game set-up is completed
*Feb. 1H with a jaunt
to Oregon on Feb*Fob. i» ruary 2!) to meet their curtainxFob. 22 raiser rival.
*Feb. 20 I The new schedule is the bigFeb. 2» gest and most attractive a Seattle
College team has had for more
than a decade. Every member
of the Northwest Junior College
Conference will be met in addition to Bellinghum Normal and
*!)<"<".

Rosebowl Foes May

Be Decided After
Tomorrow'sContests

Meeting In the most important
contest of the Pacific Coast Conference, the Stanford Cardinals
and the California Bears will battle it out Saturday at Palo Alto
to decide who should get the
Rose Bowl bid from the West.
Stanford, at this writing, seems
to have the Inside track to a
spot on the New Year's day program. The Cards have the offensive punch necessary to down
the comparatively listless Bears.
California Is notoriously a defensive squad, but Cirayson and cohorts should be able to get loose
a few times during the sixty minutes. Even if the Bear line does
bottle up the Card offense, which
is highly improbable, the Palo
Alto boys still have a fellow
named Moscrip who can boot his
team to victory.
In eastern games, Dartmouth
and Princeton hold the spotlight.
If Dartmouth should win and finish their schedule undefeated,
,they stand a good chance of receiving an invitation to Pasadena. If the Tigers emerge victorious, on the other hand, the
coast officials will undoubtly look
elsewhere for a New Year's day
opponent. Princeton looks askance
at the mere mention of a postseason game and that lets them
out.
In the South, Southern Methodist and Texas Christian remain
undefeated. As they face each
other next week, however, only
one can come out on top. Southern Methodist is the favorite of
the Monday morning quarterbacks
in this game, but only after a
hard battle. They also are a potential Rose Bowl contestant, but
it is rumored that those In charßo
would rather look elsewhere for
an opponent for the Pacific Coast
team, because of the doubtful
drawing power of the Mustangs.
Minnesota and Ohio State are
the standouts In the Middle West.
Minnesota has not dropped a game,
since early in 1933 and bid fair
to remain undefeated for the TeOhio
malnder of the season.
State Is In all probability the
strongest team in the country.
But neither of these schools, because of the Big Ten conference
rulings, could accept a Rose Bowl
bid if tendered.
Notre Dame, though beaten by
Northwestern and tied by the
Army, still has a good chance to
play in the Tournament of Roses'
classic. Both Stanford and California would like to get a crack
at the Ramblers, and as the South
Band squad is the most colorful
In the country, they would fill
the stadium with ease.

Lee*s Nut andDried Fruit Dept.
Si:< VUITY MARKET
—
THlltl> AVKNIH LFVKL FRONT

"
"
"

We Feature a < oinplele Line of S & \\ NutN, Nut Moats uml
Dried Fruits.
< oine ill and see our display. A visit "ill convince you.
.111 items

Kiiiii'Miiteod.

To Open Season Dec. 27
With Mount Angel

l'rlcew lo meet with your approval.

'

Mt.

Angel.

Athletic relations with two new
schools. Lower Columbia Junior
College, and Yakima Valley Junior College, will be opened for
Play will also
the first time.
be renewed with Grays Harbor
Junior College, runner-up to Pacific Lutheran in last season's
conference race. Two years ago
this same Grays Harbor quintet
took two thrilling one-point victrles from Seattle College.
Dates for the Bellingham contests have not yet been settled,
but communications between
Chuck Lappenbusch, Viking coach
and the Seattle College representative give the assurance that the
Maroons will be out to reverse
the lacings handed them by the
teachers last year.
The return engagement with
Pacific Lutheran College, billed
first for January 11 at Parkland,
has been tentatively set back to
January 14.
Word from Cliff
Olson, P. L. C. coach, is expected
any day concerning the change.

....

....

Griffith's Dairy
Center

Security Market, 3rd Avc,Rear
Buttermilk, 15c Gallon

Mayrand's Drug Store

" Prescription)

carefully com-

pounded. We aim to please.

Phone uh.
gßrd and Bml

Union I'R. lflio'

TIIOI'ICAL FISH. GOLDFISH
IHKI) BBBD, DO(i FOOD

Dillaway's Aquarium
AND I'F.T SHOP
SF.nern !H>27
Security Market, Third ami

Virginia, Third

Aye.

1438 12th at Tike

Level

KA. 2121

Bradley Tire
Company
Pennsylvania Tire Distributor^

Sl'K< lAL I'ltll'KS OX

Rink and Ice
Skates
I pair of Sweat Sox Free with
each pair of skates
liriiiK thiH ad to
J. WARSHAL & SONS
1014 1010 First Avenue

.

Manufacturer uf Felt and ('hen.
ille Ix'lterH, etc.

Ernie Rose's

SPORT SHOP
SKI

.

.

GOLF
TENNIS
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES

111(1 SF.<

F.rnie Hose

OND AVKMK
i:i,i,.i 8800
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LIBRARY RECEIVES Cold Weather Plays
With Faculty
SEVERAL ADDITIONS Havoc
Members This Week
IN REGENT GIFTS

Culture Lecture At WARD SMITH NAMED
K. C. To See Girls' MENDEL
CLUB HEAD
Glee Club Offering

On Our

Bookshelves

Rev. Daniel Reidy. S. J., pro(MMT of sociology and psycholncv. snfferinc from n severe cold,

FOR CURRENT YEAR

Considering the outlook favordid examploa nf the story-teller's
art. Miss Williams' introduction able enough to name the occaCollege May Get
Organized For
provides a brief survey of mod- sion for a frrst appearance of Club
has been confined for the past
one of the Glee Clubs, Mr. Aklln
ern
in
the
field
of
shorttrends
Those
City
to
Hospital.
week
Providence
He
.stated that the Girls' Olee Club
story writing.
is reported by the office to be reInBiology
would be presented at the next
covering rapidly and is expected
"THK CATHOLIC LITERARY cultural lecture to be given at the
to resume his classes next week.
In keeping with the plans of
REVIVAL," by Calvert Alexander, Knights of Columbus' hall.
During Father Reidy's absence
Election of officers for the
improvement to the library, many
S. J. (Bruce Co.). In a manner
Two compositions from the pen coming
his psychology classes merged
year was the primary
new volumes have lately been with those of Rev.
Is
and
interesting
that
at once
of Johannes Brahms have been
S.
Peronteau.
business
of
the first Mendel Club
uliiiMl to the book shelves. From J., Rev. Raymond Nichols and
satisfying, charming and informa- chosen, "Lullaby," and "Around
meeting of this year. Ward Smith
different sources a total of over Mr. C Ii f f o
presents
Gypsy
Describing
tive.
Calvert
Alexander
Fire."
the
,the
rd. S. J., conducted
was re-elected president. Henri250 editions to tht library have Father Reldy'i
in this book a splendid survey of numbers. Mr. Aklin said that the
sociology classes
"PISH OX FRIDAY." by Leon- the current revival of Catholic "Lullaby" has a very delightful etta Browne holds the office of
been realized since the beginning during the professor's
illness.
ard Feeney. S. J. (Sheed & Ward ideals in modern literature. This little rocking rhythm, while vice president, and John Prouty
of the present school term. Somo
Rev. Dennis Sullivan, S. J.,
of the new books have been re- treasurer of Seattle College, is, Co.). To those familiar with is ;i book Hint should find a place "Around the Gypsy Fire" has the takes over the duties of secreceived as gifts of the publishers. reported still in Providence Hos- Father Feeney's previous works In every library, and especially In wild sparking air of a Hungarian tary.
The Mendel Club Is an organidance and both promise to be enOil the library bulletin board pital, but is improving, according this collection of essays, whimsi- every Catholic college library.
cal and otherwise, requires no
zation intended only for pre-mediTracing the progress of the tertaining.
hang the outside covers from a to faculty notices.
Feenoy's renascence of Catholicism in modcal and pre-nursing students, hownumber of the most attractive of
Colds, brought on by the recent recommendation. Father
During the last few days sevthe new acquisitions. Among them damp weather, also caused Rer. gift of humor and easy familiar- ern literature through its three eral girls have been trying out ever, any person who Is interested
ity is evident here as it Is in phases, the author presents a
in biology Is invited to attend the
are such education*] books as: John Concannon. S.
as prospective accompanists for lectures. The club takes its
J.. professor his popular poetry.
name
history
of
writsplendid
"The Church in the South Ameri- Of Latin and Spanish, and Paul
Catholic
group now
"Fish on Friday" is a compo- ers from Newman down to con- the Glee Club. The
from the famous Benedictine
can Republic." by Edwin Ryan. McLean, professor of English, to
thirty members. At a
has
about
site of the fun and the tragedy. temporary writers such as Ches- practice meeting last week elec- monk, Johann Mendel, whose
D. D.; "Money and Banking," by miss a day of classes.
the humor and the pathos that terton. Hollis, Waugh and Sheila tions were held and the following Law of Heredity is famous all
Bradford;
Frederick A.
"Fish On
the world and has come to
to be found in every walk Kaye-Smith.
are
Friday" by Leonard Feeney, S. J.;
girls elected to offices: Helen Mc- over
of life. Father Feeney has ob"Men and Women of Plantagenet
This work on the Catholic liter- Donald, president; Virginia Good- Jye regarded by all biologists as the
served the little things that go ary revival Is not only interesting, man, vice president; Helena absolute and only Heredity Law.
England," by Dorothy Stuart. In
to make life Interesting, and he entertaining, but it is also a val- Brand, treasurer-librarian, and
the line of new fiction are: "Lucy
Founded last year, the club has
here succeeds in setting down his uable contribution to literary Eleanor Beechlnor. secretary.
rapid progress and has
made
Gayheart," by Willa Cather, and
Present freshmen at Seattle
gained an increasing number of
the O'Henry Memorial "G reat College, before they will have observations in a series of de- revival Is not only interesting,
i
vitally interested members. With
American Short Stories," a col- been graduated, will see this in- lightful essays and stories.
even entertaining, but it is also
Society
a nucleus of nine members, its
lection of forty-eight prize win- stitution expand until it includes
a valuable contribution to literenrollment has mounted until
ners written between 1919 and at least 1,500 students on its reg"GREAT AMERICAN SHORT ary scholarship. Its rather comi now it has a following of over
1934. Besides these new books, ister and several new buildings STORIES" with introduction by plete bibliographies and conveniforty members. The primary purseveral new periodicals have been on the campus if the prophecy Blanche Colton' Williams (Double- ent index make it particularly
Books and pamphlets of the In- pose of the organization Is to acordered and are reported to be expressed by the Rev. James Mc- day, Doran Co.). This is a col- well-suited for courses In modon their way.
Goldrlck, S. J., dean of Seattle lection of the O'Henry Memorial ern literature. "The Catholic Lit- ternationalRelations Club are be- quaint the medical students with
undoubtedly the ing placed on a special shelf in not only the old and established
The library wag visited during College, comes true.
prize short stories published be- erary Revival" is
on the the school library. Each fall and facts of medicine, but also with
published
yet
finest
work
1919-1934.
While
by
years
the course of the week by Mr.
made
the
The statement was
tween
Catholic
spring the International Relations the rapid strides made possible In
of
modern
importance
colcomprising
this
Jennings, city librarian.
As an Father McGoldrick in a talk be- the stories
It merits frequent division of the Carnegie Endow- the art of healing by modern scioutcome of the visit plans are fore the members of the fresh- lection are not uniformly fine, literature.
Peace, ence. Thus each member is given
being formulated for a replenish- man class at their last meeting. still, most of the stories are splen- perusal and the highest praise. ment for International
shipment
sends
of
ten
or more an Insight into the facts of moda
college
ment of the
book-shelves
He pointed out that it is not
new volumes dealing with mod- ern medicine which should aid
with volumes borrowed from the at all Improbable that such a
ern political and social problems each would-be doctor and nurse
city library.
prophecy will come true, considto all colleges in the United States in picking their particular field
that
has
ering
great
progress
the
Mr. Clifford Carroll, S. J.. head
which have organized groups for practice.
of the school library, made the been made during the last four
studying the question. Pamphlets
following statement in this re- years. During these four years
on world problems arrive every
gard: "Mr. Jennings has agreed the student body has grown until
continue
Endeavoring
to
conmonth
and are an aid in planning
"Resolved:
the
topic,
students,
Discussing
to lend us several hundred vol- it now Includes over 470
CORONA COFFEE
ducting worthwhile and interest- the regular meetings.
Euthanasia
Should
Be
Lemjiill.
That
he
public
library.
the
In
umes from
ing Sodality meetings, the various
College
president
Seattle
Deof
the
Angela
Young,
the
galized,"
COSTS
MORE WORTH MORE
college
students have had
the past,
bating Society held its weekly committees have completed plans club in the college, tentatively
to make numerous trips to the S. C.
Club
On sale by all first class
meeting Tuesday evening. Novem- for the next meeting to be held sets Monday, November 25, at 9
Fourth Aye. and Madison St.
tirooer.s
November
25.
Monday,
on
building.
Present
ber 19, in the College
a. m., as the date for the next
branch to secure reference books.
Upholding
meeting.
Open
the
were
house
discussion
question
Brand
and
Mr.
Miss Helena
Under the new plan this irksome
Using the Casa Italiana as a Angelo Magnano, Leo Sebastian Bernard Pearce, members of the will be held on the Italo-Ethitask will be unnecessary."
O'Connell;
group studying Atheism, will pre- ppian question. A cordial invitalocale, the newly-formed Fathers' and Mary Franc! 3
of Seattle College will pre- while Margaret Mary Dougherty, sent talks on one phase of Athe- tion to attend is issued to those
Club
perfect
end the
sent its first public affair on De- Alice McKenzie and Helena Brand ism the fact that false princi- interested in the situation.
evening
opposition. The de- ples are enunciated in the difA RESIDENCE FOR
cember 8 at 5 p. m. The party formed the awarded
go to the
the affirma- ferent schools of biology. They
will take the form of an Italian cision was
BUSINESS YOUNG WOMEN
Conducting
dinner and entertainment and ad- tive side, and Angelo Magnano will discuss it with three points
Aye.
Seattle, Wash.
a plate, was chosen best speaker.
In mind: (1) that these things
St. Joseph's 000 Terry
mission will be one dollar
1800 Olive Way
open-house
customary
dis- are taught, (2) the logical effects
The
.according to Dr. X. P. DeDonato,
cussion was followed by a short of these teachings and (3) the
president pf the club.
The Rev. John M. Van HoomlsDr. DeDonato expressed the business meeting, during which error of such teachings.
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Among Ihe 2.10 book* acquired dui'iiiK tl"' last two
week* the following an especially Interesting: "The Kleiuents
of S|mmmli" by O'Neill; two new
"Slie«"«I iimlWnril Anthologies":
"Money and Hanking," by Fredi-rick Bradford; "A Description of the Now Deal," by Fnir(hllil, FurniNs and others; and
"A XeWin ii n Synthesis" by
Przywara.
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Male Glee Club Heads
Named At Recent Meet
Elections held by the Male Glee
Club of Seattle College at a recent rehearsal meeting resulted
as follows: President. BUI McClarie; vice president, Myrdle
Lecture; secretary, Bob Richards;
librarian and treasurer, James
Rothstein; business manager, Bill
Miller.
The members are at present
rehearsing songs by Grieg and Sibelius, entitled, "The Norsemen"
and "Dear Land of Home."
Mr. Aklin hopes to present the
club sometime in December. Plans
far a men's quartet, to be made
up by Bill McClalre, Bob Richards, Clifton Buck and Bob Tobin,
are being made and give promise
pf great success.
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